We recommended BUY on IEX at Rs. 193/share in Sept 2020. Share Price
touched Rs. 799/share in Oct’21. Following information was available on our
website for you to make an informed decision to BUY the stock in your
portfolio.
___________________________________________________________
Indian Energy Exchange | Market Cap: 5,781 Cr
Date: 03-Sept-2020 | CMP 193.00 | PE 29x FY21

About Indian Energy Exchange Ltd
Indian Energy Exchange (IEX), is a power exchange which offers a digital platform for power
trading just like stock exchanges (BSE&NSE); it enables efficient price discovery, provides
speed and efficiency of trading power over short term.
IEX enjoys a virtual monopoly in the power exchange segment with 92% market share while
its only competitor PXIL has the rest 8%.

As you can see, IEX enjoyed > 40% ROCE as it doesn’t require large investment in assets to
grow its business. Also, businesses like exchange are limited by competition as they own
exchange license to operate into this business. Due to small market size, limited players
might be interested to get into this business and obtaining new license is also difficult.

Our MRP showed Rs.185/share as fair price and Rs. 130 as Discounted Price. Upside
Potential from this price was More than 15% CAGR
To verify, you could have referred to our Indian Energy Exchange’s Price Tab which
includes all Valuation ratios:
Though IEX was not cheap based on Price to Earnings ratio, it was fairly valued.

You did not have to look at Price/Earnings ratio but follow our MRP/DP.

You would have seen the price was at our MRP in September 2020. Since that point, the
stock has grown 4x.

What would have given you more confidence on Indian Energy Exchange’s future
prospects?
Analyst note in Sep 2020













IEX has large network effect with all power generators, industries and discoms as its
trading members. Prominent industries being Textiles, metals, etc.
IEX earns Rs. 4 paise per unit exchange between buyer and seller. Even if realizations
of power unit changes depending on supply and demand, IEX gets to keep its fixed
charge for every unit exchanged on its platform.
Its sales grew at 12.2% CAGR while its profit has grown 12% CAGR over last 5 years.
We expect rising volume can lead to faster profit growth than sales growth like it
happened in last 3 years.
Since FY10, the volume at power exchange grew by ~4X in electricity consumption
during same period. We expect volume to grow by 2-2.5x in electricity consumption
over next decade.
IEX has launched, India’s first gas exchange, Indian Gas Exchange (IGX) through its
wholly owned subsidiary on 15th June, 2020. Gas exchange will add to its sales
growth over next 2 years.
We expect sales growth to be in the range of 10-12% over next 2 years while Profit
growth of more than 15% CAGR due to operating leverage benefit (operating
leverage: Higher sales with no increase in costs leads higher profit growth).
We believe the latest products like Real Time Market (additional 15-20,000 mn units)
(1st Month IEX clocked ~6,000 mn annualized run rate) and gas exchange will lead to
sustainable sales growth.

Positives




Government push on improving efficiency in power sector and 24x7 electricity for
discoms
Increasing volume in short term power market
New products like Real Time market and new category like Gas Exchange bodes well
for growth

Risks



Fall in tariff charged by IEX
No growth for short term power market.

What should investors do?
We recommend buying 3% allocation in IEX. IEX trades 29x 1 year forward P/E ratio with
cash per share of ~RS 15/Share. In our opinion, IEX deserves to trade at premium valuation
due to i) earning stability ii) high ROE from asset light and high operating leverage business.
Even if the company continues to trade at 29x forward P/E ratio, we believe one can earn
15% CAGR over next 3 years including dividend yield of 1-2%.
*All the above information/images/tools were available at the day of our recommendation
on Indian Energy Exchange Ltd. We have not reproduced this any of the above.
About MoneyWorks4me
MoneyWorks4me, through its parent company The Alchemists Ark Private Ltd, is SEBI
registered Investor AdvisorINA000013323. With MoneyWorks4me you can build strong
stocks portfolio by buying quality stocks only at reasonable price. We help you with
recommendations, research, insights and advice through your investment journey. Take
control of your investments and make informed decisions because investing is too
important to fail.
Subscribe to MoneyWorks4me Superstars

For any queries call/Whatsapp on +91 80556 69463
Other Past Winners – Download Reports
1. Titan Company Ltd – Bought @ Rs.330/share in Apr’16
2. Divi's Laboratories Ltd – Bought @ Rs. 629/share in Apr’17
3. Persistent Systems Ltd – Bought @ Rs.700/share in Jan’20
4. Birlasoft Ltd – Bought @ Rs.118/share in Jul’20
5. Tata Power Company Ltd – Bought @ Rs.56/share in Aug’20

